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BACKGROUND: Delays in access to health care in Canada have been reported, but standardized systems to manage and monitor wait lists and wait times, and benchmarks for appropriate wait times, are lacking. The objective of the present consensus was to develop evidence- and expertise-based recommendations for medically appropriate maximal wait times for consultation and procedures by a digestive disease specialist.

METHODS: A steering committee drafted statements defining maximal wait times for specialist consultation and procedures based on the most common reasons for referral of adult patients to a digestive disease specialist. Statements were circulated in advance to a multidisciplinary group of 25 participants for comments and voting. At the consensus meeting, relevant data and the results of voting were presented and discussed; these formed the basis of the final wording and voting of statements. 

RESULTS: Twenty-four statements were produced regarding maximal medically appropriate wait times for specialist consultation and procedures based on presenting signs and symptoms of referred patients. Statements covered the areas of gastrointestinal bleeding; cancer confirmation and screening; surveillance of colon cancer and colonic polyps; liver, biliary and pancreatic disorders; dysphagia and dyspepsia; abdominal pain and bowel dysfunction; and suspected inflammatory bowel disease. Maximal wait times could be stratified into four possible acuity categories of 24 h, two weeks, two months and six months.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS: Comparison of these benchmarks with actual wait times will identify limitations in access to digestive health care in Canada. These recommendations should be considered targets for future health care improvements and are not clinical practice guidelines.
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Un consensus canadien sur les temps d'attente médicalement acceptables en santé digestive

HISTORIQUE: Des retards d'accès aux soins de santé sont déclarés au Canada, mais il n'existe ni système universel pour gérer et surveiller les listes et les temps d'attente, ni points de référence pour déterminer des temps d'attente convenables. Le présent consensus visait à élaborer des recommandations probantes fondées sur des compétences pour établir les temps d'attente maximaux médicalement acceptables en vue des consultations et des interventions par des spécialistes de la santé digestive.

MÉTHODOLOGIE: Un comité directeur a rédigé des projets de documents définissant les temps d'attente maximaux en vue de consultations et d'interventions avec un spécialiste, d'après les principales raisons d'aiguiller des patients adultes vers un spécialiste de la santé digestive. Ces documents ont été distribués avant une réunion à un groupe multidisciplinaire de 25 participants afin d'obtenir des commentaires et de passer au vote. Pendant la réunion consensuelle, les données pertinentes et les résultats du vote ont été présentés et débattus. Elles ont formé le fondement du texte définitif et du vote à l'égard des documents.

RÉSULTATS: Vingt-quatre documents seront produits sur les temps d'attente maximaux médicalement acceptables en vue de consultations et d'interventions par des spécialistes, d'après les signes et symptômes des patients aiguillés. Les documents portaient sur les saignements gastro-intestinaux, la confirmation du cancer et la confirmation et la surveillance du cancer du côlon et des polypes coliques, les troubles hépatiques, biliaires et pancréatiques, la dysphagie et la dyspepsie, les douleurs abdominales et la dysfonction intestinale, de même que la présomption de maladie inflammatoire de l'intestin. Les temps d'attente maximaux pourraient être stratifiés en quatre catégories d'acuité possibles, de 24 heures, deux semaines, deux mois et six mois.

FUTURES ORIENTATIONS: La comparaison de ces points de référence avec les temps d'attente réels permettra de repérer les limites d'accès aux soins de santé digestive au Canada. Ces recommandations devraient être considérées comme des cibles d'améliorations futures des soins de santé et ne constituent pas des directives de pratique clinique.
Access to health care services in Canada has come to the fore in recent years. Surveys have shown public dissatisfaction with wait times for care, and media accounts of excessive delays experienced by patients seeking medical attention have been highlighted (1,2). Reports from the profession also point to problems of access. The 2005 Fraser Institute survey of 12 medical specialties found that the median wait time in Canada for specialist consultation was 8.3 weeks, which was considered excessive (3). In response to concerns from patients, the public, health care providers and governments, the federal government recently presented a 10-year plan (4) to strengthen health care. The proposal calls for the establishment, across jurisdictions, of comparable indicators of access to health care professionals, diagnostic and treatment procedures and the development of evidence-based benchmarks for medically acceptable wait times. Provinces and territories are expected to report annually to their citizens on progress in these areas.

The Canadian gastroenterology and hepatology community has long been concerned with access to digestive health care services, including delays for initial specialist consultation, and endoscopic and other diagnostic services. While formal data have not been collected, anecdotal reports suggest that patients wait in excess of one year for nonurgent endoscopy in some parts of the country, which is related to both a shortage of human resources and limited access to facilities for diagnostic services. These delays are even more concerning given the prevalence of digestive problems. In Canada, digestive disease carries the greatest economic burden of all disorders, including that of cancer and cardiovascular disease (5). In addition, benchmarks for what constitute medically appropriate wait times for digestive disease specialist consultation and procedures have not been defined. Accordingly, the Canadian Association of Gastroenterology (CAG) identified human resource planning as a priority and developed a three-pronged approach to elucidate and address problems of access to digestive health care in Canada. Initiatives involve a detailed human resources analysis, including a census of who is providing digestive health care in Canada, the expected number of upcoming retirements and the current number of physicians in gastroenterology training; a nationwide practice audit to quantify wait times for consultation and endoscopic services based on specific diagnoses; and a consensus conference to establish target maximal wait times for digestive health care services based on reason for referral. The present paper reports on the last of the three initiatives.

**METHODS**

Membership of the Consensus Group

A steering committee of community and academic gastroenterologists from across Canada organized and facilitated the consensus process. Multidisciplinary representation was sought by inviting key stakeholder organizations to nominate participants, including the BC Society of Gastroenterology, Alberta Society of Gastroenterology, Ontario Association of Gastroenterology, Association des Gastro-Entérologues du Québec, Atlantic Association of Gastroenterology, Canadian Association for the Study of the Liver, Canadian Association of General Surgeons, Canadian Society of Internal Medicine, The College of Family Physicians of Canada, Quebec chapter of The College of Family Physicians and Canadian Society of Gastroenterology Nurses and Associates (nonvoting participant). Gastroenterologists from Saskatchewan and Manitoba, along with a pediatric gastroenterologist, took part, and CAG committees of Clinical Affairs, Practice Affairs and Education were represented. The patient perspective on maximal wait times was also sought via a survey completed at selected sites across the country; this will be reported separately.

Health and medical organizations invited to send observers included federal and provincial/territorial Ministers of Health, Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada, Federation of National Specialty Societies of Canada, Fraser Institute and the pharmaceutical and medical instrument industries.

**Background preparation**

A comprehensive list of the most common reasons for referral of adult patients to a gastroenterologist or hepatologist was developed using referral databases from the Queen Elizabeth II Health Sciences Centre in Halifax, Nova Scotia, and the Hotel Dieu Hospital in Kingston, Ontario. Draft statements outlining maximal target wait times for gastroenterological consultation and procedures were prepared by the steering committee based on the above list, and supporting data from literature searches performed by SvZ, PubMed, EMBASE and the Cochrane databases were explored and guidelines were sought from gastroenterology (American Gastroenterological Association, American College of Gastroenterology, Canadian Association of Gastroenterology) and government (National Institute of Clinical Evidence in the UK and Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network in Scotland) organizations. Four Canadian reports (1-4) that dealt with wait times were also searched for relevant references. Search terms used included ‘wait times’, ‘consultations’, ‘gastroenterology’, ‘quality of care’, ‘review’, ‘systematic review’ and ‘specific diagnoses’ (eg, dyspepsia, alarm symptoms) or ‘reason for referral’ (eg, colon cancer screening). The number of citations was generally high, but in most instances, the citations did not deal with the diagnostic yield of consultations or wait times. For all topics, when one or more key citations were found, searches were expanded using the ‘related articles’ link in MEDLINE. Using this approach, virtually no directly relevant literature on the relationship of clinical outcomes to timeliness of care was identified. Accordingly, the search was expanded to identify literature on the likelihood of serious disease given the presenting signs or symptoms, the impact of the digestive symptom or disorder on patient quality of life and the impact of specialist intervention on outcome. Relevant clinical practice guidelines were also reviewed. Using this approach, 27 statements outlining maximal wait times were drafted by the steering committee and were grouped into the broad categories of gastrointestinal (GI) blood loss; cancer confirmation, screening and diagnosis; liver, biliary and pancreatic disorders; dysphagia and dyspepsia; abdominal pain and bowel dysfunction; and suspected inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). Each steering committee member was responsible for summarizing data in support of statements in one of these six areas and for presenting this to the Consensus Group.

**Consensus process and meeting**

Using a modified Delphi approach (6), the 27 draft statements were circulated one month beforehand to consensus participants for prevoting according to the classification system of the Canadian Task Force on Preventative Health Care (formerly known as the Canadian Task Force on the Periodic Health Examination) (7): Accept Completely (a), Accept with Some Reservation (b), Accept with Major Reservation (c), Reject with
Acute upper GI bleeding:

- Mortality from acute upper GI bleeding has remained unchanged at 5% to 10% over several decades, and in most patients, the bleeding stops spontaneously. Nevertheless, associated with a mortality rate of less than 5% (17,18), and in some patients, severe ongoing or recurrent bleeding requires emergency specialist intervention.

Endoscopic therapy was performed within 24 h in 76% of 601 patients with high-risk lesions in the Canadian registry of upper GI bleeding, resulting in decreased rebleeding and/or surgery (OR 0.39) and mortality (OR 0.31) (10). This statement is consistent with the current Canadian consensus guidelines (9,14) on nonvariceal upper GI bleeding, where early stratification into low- and high-risk patients based on clinical and endoscopic criteria, and early endoscopy, are recommended.

In patients with variceal bleeding, early mortality is 5% to 10% and increases to 20% at six weeks. Effective therapy to control bleeding (90% success rate) and prevent rebleeding (72% at five days) is available through combined pharmacological and endoscopic therapy (15,16).

In patients with acute upper GI bleeding who are older than 60 years of age, active bleeding or hemodynamic instability at presentation and comorbid conditions (hepatic disease, cardiac failure) are clinical predictors of increased risk for rebleeding and mortality (9) and can therefore be used as key elements to triage and identify those patients at greatest risk.

Acute lower GI bleeding:

Overall, acute lower GI bleeding is associated with a mortality rate of less than 5% (17,18), and in most patients, the bleeding stops spontaneously. Nevertheless, in some patients, severe ongoing or recurrent bleeding requires emergency specialist intervention.

**TABLE 1**

Overview of recommended maximal wait times by acuity category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Within 24 h:</th>
<th>Within two weeks:</th>
<th>Within two months:</th>
<th>Within six months:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Acute gastrointestinal bleeding</td>
<td>• High likelihood of cancer based on imaging or physical examination</td>
<td>• Bright red rectal bleeding</td>
<td>• Chronic gastroesophageal reflux disease for screening endoscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Esophageal food bolus or foreign body obstruction</td>
<td>• Painless obstructive acute jaundice</td>
<td>• Documented iron deficiency anemia</td>
<td>• Screening colonoscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Clinical features of ascending cholangitis</td>
<td>• Severe and/or rapidly progressive dysphagia or odynophagia</td>
<td>• One or more positive fecal occult blood tests</td>
<td>• Persistent (more than six months) unexplained abnormal liver enzyme tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Severe acute pancreatitis (endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography within 72 h, if indicated)</td>
<td>• Stable dysphagia (not severe)</td>
<td>• Chronic viral hepatitis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Severe decompensated liver disease</td>
<td>• Poorly controlled reflux/dyspepsia</td>
<td>• Chronic constipation or chronic diarrhea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Acute severe hepatitis</td>
<td>• Chronic unexplained abdominal pain</td>
<td>• New onset change in bowel habit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Confirmation of a diagnosis of celiac disease (antibody test)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In two studies (19,20) involving 692 consecutive patients undergoing colonoscopy for suspected lower GI bleeding, diverticulosis was found to be the cause in 17% to 40%, vascular ectasia in 2% to 30%, colitis in 9% to 21%, colonic neoplasia or postpolypectomy bleeding in 11% to 14%, anorectal source in 4% to 10% and an upper GI tract lesion in 0% to 11%. In three series (21-23) where urgent colonoscopy was performed for acute lower GI bleeding, a specific diagnosis was established in 89% of 396 patients and endoscopic therapy performed in 9%. Clinical features (significant versus trivial bleed and greater versus younger than 60 years of age) were shown to be clinical predictors of higher risk of rebleeding (17). However, there is no evidence that endoscopic diagnosis identifies high-risk patients and there are no data available on urgent colonoscopy and its timing related to clinical outcomes. A retrospective analysis suggested that urgent colonoscopy may be cost-saving mostly in intensive care unit and hospital length of stay days (19).

Statement 2: Patients referred with bright red rectal bleeding should be seen, and if indicated, endoscoped within two months – vote: (a) 79%, (b) 13%, (c) 4%, (f) 4%

Epidemiological surveys (24-27) report the prevalence of bright red rectal bleeding to be 15% to 19% in individuals older than 20 years, 18% to 19% in those younger than 40 years and 8.8% in those aged 55 to 64 years. Despite this high prevalence, the proportion of individuals seeking health care is low, but increases with age (24). In a series of nine studies (28-36) involving 3221 patients aged 40 to 45 years or older, colonic investigation yielded a prevalence rate of 5% for colorectal cancer (CRC), 10% for polyps and 7% for colitis. In 931 patients younger than 40 years of age, CRC was found in 1%, polyps in 4% and colitis in 14% (31,32,34-37). In a sigmoidoscopic screening program in 8507 average-risk patients, colonoscopy diagnosed CRC in 4% to 9% of patients, colonic polyps greater than 1 cm in 6% to 7% and no lesion in 18% to 36% (30,51). After a negative colonoscopy in patients with a mean age greater than 63 years, an upper GI tract cancer was rarely found (zero of 117 patients and one of 365 patients) (52,53). In two prospective studies (54,55) using upper and lower endoscopy in patients at a mean age of greater than 60 years, CRC was found in 5% to 8% of patients, polyps greater than 1 cm in 12% and an upper GI tract cancer in 2%; no lesion was found in 50% of patients. Results of four randomized clinical trials in CRC population screening programs showed a positive predictive value for a positive fecal occult blood test at initial screening of 2.2% to 17.2% for CRC and 17% to 46% for early carcinoma or large adenoma (56).

One participant who accepted the statement with major reservation believed that a six-month timeframe was more appropriate.

CANCER CONFIRMATION, SCREENING AND SURVEILLANCE

Statement 5: Patients referred because of a high likelihood of cancer based on imaging or physical examination should be seen, and if indicated, endoscoped within two weeks – vote: (a) 100%

Carcinoma suspected on the basis of clinical or radiological investigations requires histological confirmation. Therapy for malignant neoplasms is determined by the cell type and extent (stage) of the cancer at the time of diagnosis. The prognosis for some cancers, including carcinoma of the colon, is related to the stage of the tumour, with early diagnosis implying identification of the tumour at an earlier stage.

The group recognized that although there is no evidence to indicate that adverse outcomes are associated with a delay of several weeks in cancer diagnosis and initiation of therapy, the stress and anxiety of the patient with suspected cancer would mandate urgent assessment within two weeks wherever possible.

Statement 6: Patients with chronic gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) referred for screening upper endoscopy should be seen, and if indicated, endoscoped within six months – vote: (a) 4%, (b) 24%, (c) 36%, (d) 36%

The reported increased risk of adenocarcinoma of the esophagus in patients with chronic GERD (57-61), as well as the documented risk of development of adenocarcinoma in Barrett’s epithelium (approximately 0.5%/year) (62-67), are responsible for referrals for endoscopy in patients with chronic GERD. However, endoscopic screening for Barrett’s esophagus has not been shown to reduce mortality and has
important implications for health care delivery given the cost and limited availability of endoscopy (68). The role of a once-in-a-lifetime endoscopy in patients with GERD is perhaps better justified, although the cost-effectiveness remains unproven.

There was considerable discussion of this recommendation given the paucity of evidence to justify cost-effectiveness of screening patients with GERD in a setting of limited resources. However, the majority felt it was reasonable to accept referrals for endoscopic screening in patients with chronic reflux symptoms.

Statement 7: Patients referred for screening colonoscopy should be seen, and if indicated, endoscoped within six months – vote: (a) 60%, (b) 40%

CRC is the third most prevalent cancer affecting Canadian men and women, and one-third of those afflicted will die of the disease. Many of these cancers are preventable by detection and removal of precancerous polyps, and detection of tumours at an early stage may improve prognosis. The CAG and the Canadian Digestive Health Foundation strongly support the establishment of screening programs for CRC and have jointly published national guidelines (69) on stratification of risk for colon cancer, and screening options and recommendations for average- and high-risk groups. Decreased mortality from CRC has been demonstrated in several trials (70-72) using periodic flexible sigmoidoscopy as the screening tool, and it is likely that colonoscopy-based programs are more effective. There are no data to justify the proposed six-month maximum wait time, although results of a questionnaire administered to parents of children awaiting elective procedures indicate that parents believe wait time should never exceed six months (73). The patient questionnaire on acceptable maximal wait times completed in concert with the present consensus also identified patients’ reluctance to wait more than six months for low-risk assessments and elective procedures. In addition, scheduling inefficiency and the need for rebooking of appointments may increase with the duration of the wait time (74,75).

LIVER, BILIARY AND PANCREATIC DISORDER STATEMENTS

Statement 8: Patients referred with clinical features of ascending cholangitis should be seen, and if indicated, have endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) performed within 24 h – vote: (a) 100%

The risks of morbidity and mortality escalate rapidly in patients with extrahepatic biliary obstruction complicated by biliary sepsis, particularly in those patients with hypotension, pyrexia greater than 39°C or with altered mental state (76). Mortality in the most severely ill may reach 50% even with prompt treatment (77). Many such patients suffer from significant comorbid disorders that substantially enhance these risks. Ascending cholangitis is a medical emergency requiring aggressive antibiotic administration, fluid resuscitation and biliary decompression. Although as many as 80% of cases will stabilize temporarily with antibiotics alone, up to 20% will deteriorate rapidly within the first 24 h despite antibiotic treatment. These patients must be rescued with emergency biliary decompression (78-80). Accordingly, it was recommended unanimously that patients referred with ascending cholangitis be assessed and, if indicated, treated by ERCP and biliary decompression within 24 h.

Statement 9: Patients referred with acute severe pancreatitis should be seen within 24 h, and if indicated, have ERCP performed within 72 h – vote: (a) 100%

Severe acute pancreatitis (Ranson’s score 4 or more points [81], Glasgow score 3 or more points [82], Apache II with body mass index [83], hematocrit greater than 44% [84]) is a medical emergency. Mortality rates can exceed 80% in the most extreme cases (85) and clinical deterioration may occur rapidly within 24 h. Meticulous medical management, including vigorous fluid resuscitation, respiratory support, timely nutritional support and vigilance for pancreatic sepsis, is the primary component of successful treatment (86). Cholelithiasis accounts for a substantial fraction of patients with severe acute pancreatitis. Clinical studies provide clear evidence of reductions in morbidity and mortality from early ERCP with stone extraction/biliary decompression in selected cases of severe pancreatitis of gallstone origin (87-89). Standard of care for patients with severe acute pancreatitis, regardless of the etiology, demands specialty care, usually in an intensive care environment, in a facility with appropriate imaging capability (computed tomography scanning) and general surgical support. Thus, it was recommended unanimously that patients referred with severe acute pancreatitis be assessed within 24 h and treated, if indicated, by ERCP with stone extraction/biliary decompression within 72 h.

Statement 10: Patients referred with severe decompensated liver disease should be seen within 24 h – vote: (a) 100%

Chronic liver diseases may decompensate following a host of complications such as GI bleeding (from varices), infection (as in spontaneous bacterial peritonitis), ascites, hepatorenal syndrome, hepatocellular carcinoma and hepatic encéphalopathy. Alternatively, end-stage decompensation may present as rapidly progressive deterioration in liver function tests (bilirubin, prothrombin time and albumin) in the absence of an obvious precipitant. Without specialty care, mortality associated with these events is high. In each instance, early medical evaluation and, if indicated, aggressive medical treatment, is essential to provide time for any chance of hepatic recovery/stabilization. Therefore, it was recommended that patients referred with decompensated chronic liver diseases should be assessed within 24 h of the recognition of the event(s).

Statement 11: Patients referred with severe acute hepatitis should be assessed within 24 h – vote: (a) 60%, (b) 40%

Acute liver failure (ALF) – international normalized ratio greater than 1.5 and altered mental state in a patient without pre-existing cirrhosis and with an illness of less than 26 weeks in duration – and death may follow acute liver injury due to viral (eg, hepatitis A virus, hepatitis B virus/hepatitis delta virus, hepatitis C virus, hepatitis E virus, Epstein-Barr virus, herpes simplex) or autoimmune hepatitis, drug-induced (eg, acetaminophen and alcohol) liver injury, metabolic (eg, Wilson’s disease and fatty liver of pregnancy) liver injury and shock/ischemia (90). Mortality rates in such cases may be as high as 80%, depending on the etiology of the hepatic insult and the degree of hepatic decompensation (90). The progress of ALF may be very fast, with significant life-threatening deterioration occurring within 24 h in some cases (91). Patients with severe liver injury without ALF features usually recover, but it is from this subset that the potential cases of ALF derive.
The development of ALF identifies the subgroup at immediate high risk for mortality. Many such patients will require referral to a transplant centre as part of the medical management. Standard of care should include early meticulous medical treatment and observation by specialists, usually in an intensive care environment, and timely referral to a transplant facility (91).

There are no universal criteria enabling a completely reliable diagnosis of the ALF precursor in severe liver injury, but most experts agree that severe liver injury is characterized by relatively high and progressively rising serum bilirubin levels (greater than 250 µmol/L), progressively increasing prothrombin times (international normalized ratio of 1.5), progressively decreasing albumin levels (less than 30 g/L), associated renal insufficiency and the appearance of ascites (91). Of even greater concern among those with lesser degrees of severe liver injury are patients with idiosyncratic drug injury, patients over 40-years-old and those pregnant, particularly in the third trimester (91). Accordingly, it was recommended that patients referred with severe acute liver injury be assessed by a specialist (eg, gastroenterologist or hepatologist) within 24 h.

Statement 12: Patients referred with painless, obstructive acute jaundice should be seen within two weeks – vote: (a) 84%, (b) 12%, (c) 4%

While the majority of patients presenting with new-onset painless jaundice have extrahepatic biliary obstruction, some will have an intrahepatic cause such as cholestatic drug toxicity. For patients with ancillary imaging evidence (ultrasound, computed tomography scanning, magnetic resonance imaging) supporting a diagnosis of obstruction, relief of the obstruction is necessary to minimize hepatic injury, truncate the related nutritional compromise, eliminate cholestatic pruritus and avoid biliary sepsis. The duration of obstruction in these patients usually substantially exceeds the duration of symptoms. Although emergent biliary decompression in the absence of sepsis is rarely indicated, it was concluded that, in the presence of evidence supporting a mechanical cause, patients referred with painless jaundice should be assessed within two weeks so that appropriate biliary decompression can be executed in a timely fashion.

Statement 13: Patients referred with chronic viral hepatitis should be seen within two months – vote: (a) 46%, (b) 50%, (d) 4%

The chronic viral hepatitides (hepatitis B and hepatitis C) are usually slowly progressive necroinflammatory diseases that culminate in fibrosis and cirrhosis over a period of several years (92,93). Standard of care of typical uncomplicated cases demands methodical medical evaluation and an individualized decision for treatment by specialists (94,95). Management of patients with hepatitis B/HIV or hepatitis C/HIV coinfection is more complex and the coinfected patient may experience more rapidly progressive disease. Furthermore, although in the majority of patients a prolonged delay in initiating treatment is unlikely to adversely affect outcome, it is recognized that patient anxiety about these well publicized diseases is high. Therefore, a maximal wait time of two months was endorsed. One participant who voted to reject this recommendation with reservation did so on the basis that a maximal wait time of six months was more appropriate.

Statement 14: Patients referred because of persistent (more than six months) unexplained abnormal liver enzyme tests should be seen within six months – vote: (a) 42%, (b) 50%, (c) 8%

Isolated abnormalities of the commonly available liver enzyme tests (aspartate aminotransferase, alanine aminotransferase, alkaline phosphatase) account for a substantial fraction of consultations to specialists (96). For patients referred with such isolated increases (up to five times the upper limit of normal), in the absence of clinical symptoms of hepatobiliary disease, urgent assessment is rarely, if ever, medically necessary. In many cases, the abnormalities are transient and clinically insignificant. For asymptomatic patients with sustained increases for longer than six months in whom preliminary investigations, including viral serologies and a careful drug-induced liver injury review, have not identified a possible etiology, consultation evaluation is appropriate (96,97). The majority of such cases will have nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, a condition which is often benign or at the worst, has a very slow progression (over many years). Other chronic hepatic disorders such as primary biliary cirrhosis, hemochromatosis (ferritin increased, transferrin saturation greater than 50%), sclerosing cholangitis and autoimmune hepatitis may also present in this way, but even these conditions do not normally require urgent specialist assessment for appropriate medical management in asymptomatic patients with no clinical examination abnormalities.

It was recognized that the identification of even mild liver test abnormalities is stressful in a significant number of patients and that long delays to specialist consultation may create considerable anxiety. It was also recognized that in certain circumstances, more urgent evaluation might be crucial for other reasons. For example, many patients with such mild test abnormalities are discovered during routine screening for insurance purposes. The timing of a specialist consultation could influence the outcome of such seemingly unrelated matters. Accordingly, it was recommended that patients referred for evaluation of unexplained, sustained (greater than six months) asymptomatic increases of the common liver enzyme tests (up to five times the upper limit of normal) should normally be assessed within six months.

**DYSPHAGIA AND DYSPESIA**

Statement 15: Patients referred with esophageal food bolus or foreign body obstruction should be seen and endoscoped within 24 h – vote: (a) 92%, (b) 4%, (f) 4%

No citations were found that specifically evaluated the timeframe within which patients should be seen for esophageal food bolus or foreign body obstruction. However, there is agreement that patients should be promptly evaluated and treated within 24 h. Recent data suggest that the complication rate from bolus or foreign body obstruction, including aspiration and esophageal perforation, increases if endoscopy is postponed beyond 24 h (98).

Statement 16: Patients referred with dysphagia and/or odynophagia that is severe or rapidly progressing should be seen, and if indicated, endoscoped within two weeks – vote: (a) 96%, (b) 4%

Dysphagia refers to difficulty in swallowing and should be distinguished from odynophagia, a painful sensation as the food bolus traverses the esophagus. The group noted that
symptom severity may dictate appropriate wait time. Troublesome dysphagia, especially for solids, which is progressive, is an indication for a prompt evaluation that should generally occur within two weeks, because serious underlying disease is more likely. Sudden onset of severe odynophagia can be the result of acute infectious esophagitis or pill-induced injury and requires prompt diagnosis and therapy because of symptom severity and because therapy is based on the endoscopic findings.

Dysphagia, especially when progressive over time, is considered an alarm symptom. Recent studies have indeed confirmed that this symptom is associated with an increased risk of detecting upper GI cancer. In a recent United Kingdom study evaluating a clinical prediction model for upper GI cancer, the overall prevalence of cancer in two consecutive cohorts of 1852 and 1785 patients was 3.8%. The risk of detecting a cancer was increased if dysphagia was present (OR 3.1) as was weight loss (OR 2.6) and age greater than 55 years (OR 9.5). A recent meta-analysis evaluated the diagnostic value of alarm symptoms of upper GI malignancy in 17 case-control studies and nine cohort studies. The mean prevalence of GI malignancy in the selected studies was 2.8%. The predictive value of individual alarm symptoms including dysphagia varied from 4.6% to 7.9%, and this value was 5.9% for the presence of any alarm symptom. Absence of alarm symptoms made the presence of cancer less likely; the pooled negative predictive value was 99.4%.

**Statement 17:** Patients referred with stable dysphagia that is not severe should be seen, and if indicated, endoscoped within two months – vote: (a) 92%, (b) 8%

Dysphagia is a general term encompassing symptoms of varying severity and presentation. Minor dysphagia is common in patients with GERD, being reported by 38% of patients in one large study, and generally responding rapidly to proton pump inhibitor therapy. Although consensus was high for this statement, participants who accepted with some reservation did so on the basis that patients need not be assessed and endoscoped if symptoms completely resolve with proton pump inhibitor therapy.

**Statement 18:** Patients referred with poorly controlled reflux symptoms or other dyspepsia symptoms but no alarm symptoms should be seen, and if indicated, endoscoped within two months – vote: (a) 54%, (b) 46%

There was a high degree of consensus that these patients should be evaluated and, if necessary, endoscoped. Although such an approach is endorsed by various guidelines, there is very little evidence from controlled clinical trials to support the usefulness and cost-effectiveness of performing upper GI endoscopy in patients with dyspepsia and reflux symptoms. However, there is evidence that health care costs may be lower and patient satisfaction greater for patients undergoing gastroscopy than for patients receiving empiric therapy for dyspepsia. This may, in part, be explained by the reassurance of a negative endoscopy. Furthermore, for patients with long-standing reflux symptoms, there is concern about Barrett’s esophagus and the associated risk of development of esophageal adenocarcinoma.

**Statement 19:** Patients referred with dyspepsia and associated alarm symptoms (e.g., vomiting, weight loss, GI bleeding) should be seen, and if indicated, endoscoped within two months – vote: (a) 8%, (b) 88%, (c) 4%

Most physicians are cognizant of upper GI alarm symptoms and features such as vomiting, evidence of bleeding, presence of an abdominal mass, unintentional weight loss and dysphagia, and refer such patients for investigation. While this makes clinical sense, literature regarding alarm symptoms as predictors of serious underlying disease is minimal. Low positive and high negative predictive values for presence and absence of alarm symptoms, respectively, were found in the evaluation of 2479 consultations for dyspepsia in primary care in Denmark. This is explained by the low prevalence of cancer in patients with alarm symptoms in the study.

Given the lack of strong evidence to support the use of alarm symptoms as indicators of serious disease, a two-month timeframe for evaluation was agreed on. However, those who accepted the statement with some or major reservation did so because they thought a two-month wait in the presence of alarm symptoms to be too long.

**ABDOMINAL PAIN AND BOWEL DYSFUNCTION**

**Statement 20:** Patients referred with unexplained chronic diarrhea or chronic constipation should be seen, and if indicated, colonoscoped within two months – vote: (a) 4%, (b) 75%, (c) 21%

**Statement 21:** Patients referred with new-onset change in bowel habit should be seen, and if indicated, colonoscoped within two months – vote: (a) 12.5%, (b) 87.5%

**Statement 22:** Patients referred with chronic unexplained abdominal pain should be seen within two months – vote: (a) 33%, (b) 63%, (c) 4%

*Statements 20 through 22 relate to the first assessment by the specialist and not to repeat consultation requests. Because the rationale underlying these statements is similar, they are grouped together.

Studies reporting the diagnostic yield in patients with lower GI symptoms are relatively scant, but they do suggest that the likelihood of serious underlying disease in these patients is very low. In a large series of nearly 4000 colonoscopies, colon cancer was found in 4.4% of patients referred with abdominal pain, 5.8% in those referred with a change in bowel habit and 6.8% in those referred with abdominal pain and change in bowel habit. This compares with 9.1% in those referred with overt rectal bleeding.

With public health education campaigns on colon cancer stressing that symptoms such as change in bowel habit, diarrhea, constipation and change in stool calibre may be related to cancer, many patients are understandably concerned when these symptoms arise, making prolonged wait times for consultation stressful.

Quality of life is markedly impaired in people with diarrhea (113,114) and constipation (115). In addition, untreated diarrhea has significant economic consequences. In the United States, it is estimated that diarrhoea accounts for more than three million days of missed work per year at an estimated cost of US$350 million. Thus, timely access to a specialist for assessment and treatment of diarrhea is desirable. There are also a number of studies showing impaired quality of life in...
irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) patients. Indeed, scores on the Short-Form 36 questionnaire in IBS patients are comparable with those of patients with chronic congestive heart failure or diabetes (117). Loss of work days is also an important problem in IBS patients, who have almost double the average absenteeism as a control population (118). Furthermore, in one study (119), it was reported that more than 50% of IBS patients avoid work, travel, socializing, sex, domestic and leisure activities and specific food intake.

Thus, patients presenting with one or more of these lower GI symptoms, although unlikely to have serious underlying organic disease, have significant health impairment with consequent personal and economic costs. In addition, a number of studies suggest that specialist intervention in functional GI disorders such as IBS will improve symptoms and decrease health utilization (120-122). Taken together, this evidence supports the recommendation that a wait of no more than two months is appropriate for patients with chronic abdominal pain, diarrhea, constipation or a symptom complex suggestive of IBS. The consensus participants who had significant reservations about the above statements did so on the basis that serious disease was very unlikely to accompany most of these symptoms, therefore a longer wait time was reasonable. It was also suggested that a shorter wait time would be appropriate if the patient was older than 50 years of age.

**SUSPECTED IBD**

**Statement 23:** Patients referred with clinical features highly suggestive of significant active IBD should be seen, and if indicated, endoscoped within two weeks – vote: (a) 58%, (b) 42%

At least one million Americans have IBD and 30,000 new cases are diagnosed every year (123). Based on Manitoba data, the incidence and prevalence may actually be higher in Canada (124). IBD also carries a large economic burden to both society and the patient, with total costs (direct and indirect) exceeding $1.25 billion per year in the United States (123). In Canada, it is estimated that work absenteeism due to IBD costs the country more than $100 million annually (125).

Delay in diagnosis is common in Crohn’s disease. In one large study (126), 10% of patients with small bowel Crohn’s disease took more than 10 years to diagnose and only 21% were correctly diagnosed on initial investigation of symptoms. Assessing the effects of delay in the diagnosis of IBD is difficult because the diseases are complex and differ in severity by patient. Pediatric studies clearly demonstrate that IBD has a negative impact on growth velocity, weight gain, bone mineral density and pubertal development (127), with some of these effects reversed with early intervention and treatment. In adults, the negative impact of IBD on the quality of life has been found to improve with disease control (128).

Evidence that early diagnosis changes the outcomes of adult Crohn’s disease is indirect. Better outcomes were observed in pediatric Crohn’s patients with use of 6-mercaptopurine and prednisone with high remission rates (89%) and low relapse rates (9% at 5.5 years compared with 47% in the control group), suggesting that early and effective treatment is linked to better outcomes (129). In addition, pediatric Crohn’s patients with disease of less than two years in duration have a longer response to a single dose of infliximab compared with those with longer disease duration (130). Adults who responded to infliximab had fewer hospitalizations and less surgery, again suggesting that effective therapy improves outcomes by reducing complications (131).

Early diagnosis and intervention may improve outcomes, but more research is needed to answer these questions directly. “Studies are beginning to suggest that ‘early institution’ of an ‘aggressive approach’ offers the possibility to avoid complications such as stenosis, fistula formation and growth retardation” (132).

**Statement 24:** Patients referred for confirmation of a diagnosis of celiac disease (antibody testing positive) should be seen, and if indicated, endoscoped within two months – vote: (a) 79%, (b) 17%, (c) 4%

The prevalence of celiac disease is much higher than previously thought, with serological screening demonstrating the prevalence at 0.5% to 1.0% in the general population (133). The availability of serological screening tests for celiac disease has heightened the awareness of this disorder and placed new pressures on the gastroenterologist for consultation and diagnosis. Long delays in the diagnosis of celiac disease (mean of 11 years), even in symptomatic patients, have been reported (134). Since the introduction of screening serology tests, only 47% of newly diagnosed celiac patients present with diarrhea, while 57% present with atypical symptoms or as the result of screening asymptomatic patients with a family history of celiac disease. To complicate matters, many patients are being given a gluten-free diet based on positive serology before biopsy, which may prevent accurate diagnosis. On this basis alone, early duodenal biopsy is appropriate to ensure an accurate and timely diagnosis.

The evidence that early diagnosis and treatment in celiac disease improves outcomes is evolving. The mortality rate in patients with celiac disease is 1.9 to 3.8 times higher than in the general population (135-137), largely because of malignant disease. Recent studies suggest that increased mortality is reversed in compliant patients following a strict gluten-free diet (138). The delay in diagnosing celiac disease leads to complications related to nutrient malabsorption, such as anemia and osteoporosis (139,140). The most compelling evidence comes from a birth cohort of 5470 children in the United Kingdom followed over 7.5 years. Asymptomatic children with positive celiac serology were significantly shorter and weighed less (P<0.001) compared with normal children with negative serology (141).

The other important factor is the reliability of serology. The National Institutes of Health (NIH) Consensus Development Conference on Celiac Disease states that “all diagnostic tests need to be performed while the patient is on a gluten-containing diet” (142). The NIH literature review demonstrated equal performance of antitissue transglutaminase antibody and antiendomysial antibody tests in adults. The NIH states “small bowel biopsies are indicated in any individual with a positive celiac disease antibody test” and that “for individuals who have been placed on a gluten-free diet without an appropriate diagnostic evaluation, testing should follow a gluten challenge”.

Reasons to expedite endoscopy and biopsy for celiac patients are to ensure that an accurate diagnosis is made before starting a gluten-free diet, to reduce the long delay in diagnosis, to reduce the negative consequences of prolonged celiac disease, to institute and encourage compliance with a gluten-free diet, to improve the patient’s quality of life and to hopefully reduce the risks of malignancy.
The participants who accepted with some or major (one participant) reservation expressed concern that the statement should reflect that a gluten-free diet should not be started until after the diagnosis is established on biopsy.

**DISCUSSION**

In recent years, improving access to health care services in Canada has been an increasing focus of patients and the public, governments, health care providers and the media. In a 2002-2003 survey (1), the top unmet health care need reported by 32% of Canadians was ‘waiting too long for care’. In a second large survey (2) on access to health care services, approximately one in five individuals who saw a specialist for a new illness or condition experienced difficulties in access to care, with long waits identified as the primary barrier. Among those who waited for specialist care, 29% reported unacceptable wait times and one in five who waited for a diagnostic test deemed the wait to be unacceptable. Data from health care providers also point to increasing wait times. The Fraser Institute’s annual waiting list survey (3) of 12 medical specialties indicated that the median wait time between referral from a general practitioner and specialist consultation has remained high at 8.3 to 8.4 weeks since 2003; similarly, the wait between referral and treatment remained at 17.7 to 17.9 weeks over this period.

But how long is too long? A 1998 report (143) commissioned by Health Canada highlighted the paucity of wait time information and identified an urgent need for national investment in the creation of standardized and well-monitored systems for wait time assessment and management. The report also noted the need to develop clinical benchmarks for appropriate wait times as a means of evaluating existing services and improving access to health care. A 2004 discussion paper (144) authored by the Canadian Medical Association and the Canadian Nurses Association echoed Health Canada’s findings, calling for the establishment of wait time benchmarks that incorporate clinical criteria and public preferences.

In response to increasing concerns, the first ministers in February 2003 announced an agenda for health care renewal, and in September 2004 they presented a 10-year plan to strengthen health care (4). The plan called for each jurisdiction to establish comparable indicators of access to health care professionals and evidence-based benchmarks for medically acceptable wait times, starting with cancer, heart disease, diagnostic imaging procedures, joint replacement and sight restoration. As a result, wait time initiatives are under way in several disease areas (145,146).

The CAG has developed a comprehensive, three-pronged approach to exploring access to digestive health care in Canada. The first initiative involves quantifying current and anticipated demands for digestive disease specialists for adult patients based on information extracted from databanks such as the Canadian Institute of Health Information’s National Physician Database. In the second initiative, the Practice Audit in Gastroenterology (PAGE) program, specialists from across the country have documented wait times for adult patients for gastroenterological and hepatology consultation or diagnostic services. The present consensus represents the third facet of the strategy, namely, development of wait time benchmarks for digestive disease specialist consultation and associated diagnostic services.

A consensus approach to create evidence-based recommendations for medically appropriate wait times has been advocated (143,144) and was used in the present consensus. However, studies directly evaluating medical outcomes as a function of wait time for gastroenterological care are lacking. Hence, data on the risk for serious underlying disease based on presenting symptoms and signs were used to support wait time recommendations. In addition, the effect of the symptom on patient quality of life, and the beneficial effect of physician intervention in improving symptoms, decreasing health utilization and allaying patient fears of serious disease were also considered by the Consensus Group. Lastly, public perspective, in the form of a survey on wait times administered to patients by the consensus steering committee, was taken into account in these recommendations and will be reported separately.

Most data available on wait lists in Canada deal with patients who have already been assessed, such as those waiting for bypass or cataract surgery or for specialized diagnostic testing, such as magnetic resonance imaging. This CAG initiative is unique in that it deals predominantly with wait times of patients who have symptoms or signs that remain undiagnosed after assessment by a primary care physician. In addition, we included patients with emergency conditions (eg, acute GI bleeding, ascending cholangitis) who would not be placed on a waiting list per se. However, by setting benchmarks for specialist access in these emergency conditions, we hope to set standards for timely transfer of critically ill patients from remote locations or community hospitals to the appropriate secondary or tertiary care centre.

It is important that these recommendations be understood in the proper context. The wait times proposed here are maximal; some patients may need to be assessed sooner. To keep recommendations simple, acuity categories of 24 h, two weeks, two months and six months were used, and the group avoided creating many specific statements to address every eventuality. Instead, where applicable, clinical predictors that may warrant more urgent attention were identified. A particular symptom may have a number of different underlying causes, and detailed information supplied by referring physicians including test findings can assist specialists in their assessment. Lastly, these benchmarks relate only to adults with digestive disorders; a similar undertaking in pediatrics would be required to define target wait times in this population.

Finally, it is vital that physicians, regional health organizations, and governments recognize that these benchmarks are not practice guidelines, but a health care goal for which to strive. Indeed, preliminary analysis (147) of the PAGE IV data indicates that because of current resource limitations, many of these wait time targets are not being met. Attempts to immediately implement targets in isolation without careful consideration of the many issues and individuals involved in health care delivery is likely to prove ineffective and may indeed worsen the problem.
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